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Official Gazette of the United States Patent and Trademark Office May 29 2020
Nerilka's Story Jul 23 2022 A deadly epidemic was sweeping across Pern! Everyone, holder and dragonrider alike, pitched in to
help—except Nerilka’s father, who refused to share Fort Hold’s bounty with the other Holds. So, ashamed of her family and
determined to do her part, Nerilka packed up medicines and supplies and sneaked off to aid her people. Her quest to help
wherever she was most needed led her finally to Ruatha Hold, where Lord Alessan was frantically preparing the precious serum
needed for mass inoculations against the dread plague. Nerilka had long ago abandoned her hope of marriage and a home of her
own. Now she found happiness in being useful and appreciated—first the Healers and then Alessan made very clear that they
were grateful for her help. She had no idea that her new path would change the course of her life forever!
Braille Book Review Jan 05 2021
Dragonwriter Sep 13 2021 When Anne McCaffrey passed in November 2011, it was not only those closest to her who mourned
her death; legions of readers also felt the loss deeply. The pioneering science fiction author behind the Dragonriders of Pern®
series crafted intricate stories, enthralling worlds, and strong heroines that profoundly impacted the science fiction community and
genre. In Dragonwriter, Anne's son and Pern writer Todd McCaffrey collects memories and stories about the beloved author,
along with insights into her writing and legacy, from those who knew her best. Nebula Award–winner Elizabeth Moon relates the
lessons she learned from Pern's Lessa (and from Lessa's creator); Hugo Award–winner David Brin recalls Anne's steadfast belief
that the world to come will be better than the one before; legendary SFF artist Michael Whelan shares (and tells stories about)
never-before-published Pern sketches from his archives; and more. Join Anne's co-writers, fellow science fiction authors, family,
and friends in remembering her life, and exploring how her mind and pen shaped not only the Weyrs of Pern, but also the literary
landscape as we know it. Contributors include: • Angelina Adams • David Brin • David Gerrold • John Goodwin • Janis Ian •
Alec Johnson • Georgeanne Kennedy • Mercedes Lackey • Sharon Lee and Steve Miller • Lois McMaster Bujold • Elizabeth Moon
• Charlotte Moore • Robert Neilson • Jody Lynn Nye and Bill Fawcett • Robin Roberts • Elizabeth Ann Scarborough • Wen
Spencer • Michael Whelan • Richard J. Woods • Chelsea Quinn Yarbro
Leechdoms, Wortcunning, and Starcraft of Early England Jun 29 2020
Dragon's Fire Nov 15 2021 When a mine containing firestone, the mineral that gives the dragons of Pern their ability to breathe
fire, explodes, killing the miners trapped there, young Cristov volunteers to take over the dangerous task of retrieving the explosive
rock for the dragons, in the sequel to Dragon's Kin. 150,000 first printing.
The Renegades of Pern Dec 16 2021 “[McCaffrey is the] master of the well-told tale.”—Chicago Sun-Times As long as the
people of Pern could remember, the Holds had protected them from Thread, the deadly silver strands that fell from the sky. In
exchange for sanctuary in the huge stone fortresses, the people tithed to their Lord Holders, who in turn supported the
dragonriders, Pern’s greatest weapon against Thread. But not everyone on Pern was protected. Some, like Jayge’s trader clan,
simply preferred the freedom of the roads to the security of a hold. Others, like Aramina’s family, had lost their homes.
Regardless of their differences, however, they all feared the outlaws who preyed on holds and holdless alike. The Lady Thella’s

renegades are the most dangerous yet—all they need is Aramina, whose telepathic link with dragons can help them evade the
dragonrider patrols. But Jayge is out to stop Thella . . .and he will never let her have Aramina.
The White Dragon Mar 27 2020 Volume III of The Dragonriders of Pern®, the influential series by sci-fi/fantasy titan Anne
McCaffrey Never in the history of Pern has there been a dragon like Ruth. Mocked by other dragons for his small size and pure
white color, Ruth is smart, brave, and loyal—qualities that he shares with his rider, the young Lord Jaxom. Unfortunately, Jaxom
is also looked down upon by his fellow lords, and by other riders as well. His dreams of joining the dragonriders in defending
Pern are dismissed. What else can Jaxom and Ruth do but strike out on their own, pursuing in secret all they are denied? But in
doing so, the two friends will find themselves facing a desperate choice—one that will push their bond to the breaking point . . .
and threaten the future of Pern itself.
Anne McCaffrey Jun 10 2021 Anne McCaffrey: A Life with Dragons is the biography of a writer who vividly depicted alien
creatures and new worlds. As the author of the Dragonriders of Pern series, McCaffrey (1926–2011) was one of the most
significant writers of science fiction and fantasy. She was the first woman to win the Hugo and Nebula awards, and her 1978
novel The White Dragon was the first science-fiction novel to appear on the New York Times hardcover bestseller list. This
biography reveals a fascinating and complex figure, one who created and re-created her fiction by drawing on life experiences.
At various stages, McCaffrey was a beautiful young girl who refused to fit into traditional gender roles in high school, a restless
young mother who wanted to write, an American expatriate who became an Irish citizen, an animal lover who dreamed of
fantasy worlds with perfect relationships between humans and beasts, and a wife trapped in an unhappy marriage just as the
women's movement took hold. Author Robin Roberts conducted interviews with McCaffrey, her children, friends, and colleagues,
and used archival correspondence and contemporary reviews and criticism. The biography examines how McCaffrey's early
interests in theater, Slavonic languages and literature, and British history, mythology, and culture all shaped her science fiction.
The book is a nuanced portrait of a writer whose appeal extends well beyond readers of her chosen genre.
Dragon's Kin Aug 24 2022 “Personable characters and superb storytelling make this an excellent choice. . . . Essential for Pern
fans of all ages.”—Library Journal (starred review) The son of a miner, Kindan has no expectations for any other life. He loves
his lessons with the camp’s harper, but music isn’t part of a miner’s future. He also enjoys helping out with the camp’s watchwher— a creature distantly related to dragons and uniquely suited to work in dark, cold spaces—but even that important job can’t
promise a future above the ground. Then disaster strikes. In one terrible instant, Kindan loses his family and the camp loses its
watch-wher. It will take a new friendship and a new responsibility to teach Kindan that even a seemingly impossible dream is
never out of reach . . . and that light can be found in the deepest darkness. “A guaranteed pleaser [in] one of SF’s most splendid
and longest-lived sagas.”—Booklist “Another delightful entry in the Pern series.”—Publishers Weekly
All the Weyrs of Pern Mar 07 2021 “When McCaffrey's beloved dragons roar and their riders soar on the beasts' mighty backs .
. . fans of Pern will likely be enthralled.”—Publishers Weekly For generations, the dragonriders had dedicated their lives to
fighting Thread, the dreaded spores that periodically rained from the sky to ravage the land. On the backs of their magnificent
telepathic dragons they flew to flame the deadly stuff out of the air before it could reach the planet's surface. But the greatest
dream of the dragonriders was to find a way to eradicate Thread completely, so that never again would their beloved Pern be
threatened with destruction. Now, for the first time, it looks as if that dream can come true. For when the people of Pern, led by
Masterharper Robinton and F'lar and Lessa, Weyrleader and Weyrwoman of Bendon Weyr, excavate the ancient remains of the
planet's original settlement, they uncover the colonists' voice-activated artificial intelligence system—which still functions. And the
computer has incredible news for them: There is a chance—a good chance—that they can, at long last, annihilate Thread once
and for all.
The Dolphins of Pern Feb 06 2021 Two boys, one of them a dragonrider, re-establish crucial contact with the wise dolphins, the
legendary "shipfish" of Pern.
The Chronicles of Pern Jun 22 2022 Science fiction-roman.
The Skies of Pern Jul 11 2021 In this triumphant return to Pern, Anne McCaffrey takes us on an adventure as surprising and
unforgettable as any that has come before . . . It is a time of hope and regret, of endings and beginnings. The Red Star, that
celestial curse whose eccentric orbit was responsible for Thread, has been shifted to a harmless orbit, and the current Threadfall
will be the last. Technological marvels are changing the face of life on Pern. And the dragonriders, led by F'lessan, son of F'lar
and Lessa and rider of bronze Golanth, and Tia, rider of green Zaranth, must forge a new place for themselves in a world that
may no longer need them. But change is not easy for everyone. There are those who will stop at nothing—not even violence—to
keep Pern and its people pure. And now a brand-new danger looms from the skies . . . and threatens a catastrophe of
unimaginable proportions. Once again, the world looks to the dragons and their riders to solve the crisis and save the world. But
now, as the friendship of F'lessan and Tia begins to bloom into something more, unforeseen tragedy strikes: a tragedy destined to
forever change the future—not just of the two young lovers, but of every human and dragon on Pern . . .
A Diversity of Dragons Nov 03 2020 Finally... She's written The Book on Dragons. Anne McCaffrey is as renowned for her
knowledge of dragons as she is for her New York Times bestselling novels. In this beautifully designed hardcover, McCaffrey
focuses her attention on the fantastical creature's existence throughout history. Her words are complemented by the stunning color

portraits by John Howe, noted for his success with several J.R.R. Tolkien calendars and maps. Engagingly conceived,
McCaffrey's story is a modernday dragon fantasy, colored with excerpts of some of the most thrilling scenes taken from classic
dragon tales and accompanied by John Howe's magnificent art. Dragons from the time of the Bible and the Babylonians, the
Arthurian Era and the Chinese Dynasties, to the current dragons invented by Robin McKinley, Gordon R. Dickson, Melanie Rown,
and McCaffrey herself--are all fully explored and rendered in glorious detail. At once a thrilling history, a charming fantasy,
and a tantalizing art book, A Diversity of Dragons is sure to find a place beside Anne McCaffrey's other bestsellers.
The Masterharper of Pern Aug 12 2021 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “At last, Robinton has his own book . . .
McCaffrey adds another absorbing chapter to dragon lore. . . . Readers will revel in this compelling character study of a
fascinating personality.”—Romantic Times In a time when the deadly scourge Thread has not fallen on Pern for centuries—and
many dare to hope that Thread will never fall again—a boy is born to Harper Hall. A musical prodigy who has the ability to
speak with the dragons, he is called Robinton, and he is destined to be one of the most famous and beloved leaders Pern has ever
known. It is a perilous time for the harpers who sing of Thread—they are being turned away from holds, derided, attacked, even
beaten. In this climate of unrest, Robinton will come into his own. But despite the tragedies that beset his own life, he continues to
believe in music and in the dragons, and he is determined to save his beloved Pern from itself—so that the dragonriders can be
ready to fly against the dreaded Thread when at last it returns . . . “The story takes wing . . . when McCaffrey’s beloved dragons
roar and their riders soar upon the beasts’ mighty backs. . . . Fans of Pern will likely be enthralled.”—Publishers Weekly
Dragon's Code Apr 08 2021 A new hero emerges in a divided world as one of sci-fi’s most beloved series—Anne McCaffrey’s
Dragonriders of Pern—relaunches with this original adventure from Anne’s daughter, Gigi McCaffrey. In honor of the fiftieth
anniversary of the Dragonriders of Pern series, Gigi does her mother proud, adding to the family tradition of spinning
unputdownable tales that recount the adventures of the brave inhabitants of a distant planet who battle the pitiless adversary
known as Thread. The last time Thread attacked Pern, the world was unprepared for the fight—until the Oldtimers appeared.
These courageous dragonriders arrived from the past, traveling four hundred years to help their descendants survive. But the
collision of past and present took its toll. While most of the displaced rescuers adapted to their new reality, others could not abide
the jarring change and found themselves in soul-crushing exile, where unhappiness and resentment seethed. Piemur, a journeyman
harper, also feels displaced, cast adrift by the loss of his spectacular boyhood voice and uncertain of his future. But when the
Masterharper of Pern sees promise in the young man and sends him undercover among the exiled Oldtimers, Piemur senses the
looming catastrophe that threatens the balance of power between the Weyrs and Holds of Pern. When the unthinkable happens,
Piemur must rise to the challenge to avert disaster and restore honor to the dragons and dragonriders of Pern. Because now, in a
world already beset by Thread, another, more insidious danger looms: For the first time in living memory, dragons may be on the
verge of fighting dragons.
Dragonseye Oct 22 2019 In Anne McCaffrey’s New York Times bestselling Dragonseye, join Weyrleaders, Holders, and
Craftmasters in the creation of the legendary Star Stones and the teaching ballads of Pern! It's been two hundred years since the
deadly Thread fell like rain upon Pern, devouring everything in its path. No one alive remembers that first horrific onslaught and
no one believes in its return—except for the dragonriders. For two centuries they have been practicing and training, passing down
from generation to generation the formidable Threadfighting techniques. Now the ominous signs are appearing: the violent winter
storms and volcanic eruptions that are said to herald the approach of the Red Star and its lethal spawn. But one stubborn Lord
Holder, Chalkin of Bitra, refuses to believe--and that disbelief could spell disaster. So as the dragonriders desperately train to
face a terrifying enemy, they and the other Lord Holders must find a way to deal with Chalkin—before history repeats itself and
unleashes its virulence on all of Pern. . . .
The Renegades of Pern Feb 18 2022 “[McCaffrey is the] master of the well-told tale.”—Chicago Sun-Times As long as the
people of Pern could remember, the Holds had protected them from Thread, the deadly silver strands that fell from the sky. In
exchange for sanctuary in the huge stone fortresses, the people tithed to their Lord Holders, who in turn supported the
dragonriders, Pern’s greatest weapon against Thread. But not everyone on Pern was protected. Some, like Jayge’s trader clan,
simply preferred the freedom of the roads to the security of a hold. Others, like Aramina’s family, had lost their homes.
Regardless of their differences, however, they all feared the outlaws who preyed on holds and holdless alike. The Lady Thella’s
renegades are the most dangerous yet—all they need is Aramina, whose telepathic link with dragons can help them evade the
dragonrider patrols. But Jayge is out to stop Thella . . .and he will never let her have Aramina.
Sky Dragons Sep 25 2022 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Scores of dragons are dead after plague swept across the world of
Pern, and now the Weyrs are struggling to rebuild before Threadfall destroys everything—and everyone—left alive. Their best
hope lies with a group of new dragonriders who have volunteered to brave the dangers of an unexplored island populated by
vicious wild felines and voracious tunnel-snakes to create a safe home for their young dragons, whose offspring will hopefully
replenish Pern’s decimated population. But their leader, Xhinna, the first female rider of a blue dragon, faces an uphill battle to
win the respect of her peers, especially after tragedy leaves the new colony reeling. The way forward seems to lie with the
awesome ability of the dragons to travel through time. But that power comes with risks: By venturing into the past, Xhinna may
jeopardize the very future she has sworn to save. “Memorable characters and a good balance of individual dramas and large-

scale action make this a strong addition to the Pern saga.”—Library Journal “Longtime fans will enjoy the latest adventures of the
cheerful dragonriders and their colorful mounts.”—Publishers Weekly “McCaffrey will be remembered, rightly, as one of science
fiction’s grand masters.”—Tordotcom
Dragonheart Oct 26 2022 Todd McCaffrey’s first solo novel in the classic Dragonriders of Pern series, Dragonsblood, was
hailed by critics and embraced by the countless devoted readers of the landmark science fiction saga created by his mother, Anne
McCaffrey. Now the chronicles of Pern take another captivating turn as the embattled planet, the brave pioneers who call it home,
and the magnificent flame-breathing creatures who fly high to protect it confront a dire new challenge. The grim specter of
sickness looms over the Weyrs of Pern, felling fire-lizards and posing a potentially devastating threat to their dragon cousins,
Pern’s sole defense against the deadly phenomenon that is Thread. Fiona, the youngest and only surviving daughter of Lord
Bemin, is just coming of age, and about to assume the duties of a Weyrwoman, when word spreads that dragons have indeed
begun succumbing to the new contagion. With the next season of Threadfall quickly approaching, and the already diminished
ranks of the dragons once more under siege, every Weyr across Pern is in crisis mode. It is hardly the time for disturbing
distractions–such as the strange voice Fiona suddenly hears in her mind at the darkest and most urgent moments. Circumstances
and the mood of the weyrfolk worsen when advance patrols relay the dreaded news that black dust–the unmistakable herald of
falling Thread–has been sighted. As more dragons sicken and die, leaving only a new generation of weyrlings too young to
succeed them, Weyrleader B’Nik and queen rider Lorana arrive from Benden Weyr to comb Fort Weyr’s archives in a desperate
search for clues from the past that may hold the solution to the plague. But could the actual past itself prove the pathway to
salvation for Pern’s stricken dragons and the entire imperiled planet? Guided by a mysterious ally from a wholly unexpected
place, and trusting in the unique dragon gift for transcending time, Fiona will join a risky expedition with far-reaching
consequences for both Pern’s future and her personal destiny.
Dragonsdawn Oct 14 2021 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Go back in time and visit Pern like it’s never been seen before in
this thrilling prequel about the creation of dragons. The beautiful planet Pern seemed a paradise to its new colonists—until
unimaginable terror turned it into hell. Suddenly deadly spores were falling like silver threads from the sky, devouring
everything—and everyone—on their path. It began to look as if the colony, cut off from Earth and lacking the resources to
combat the menace, was doomed. Then some of the colonists noticed that the small, dragonlike lizards that inhabited their new
world were joining the fight against Thread, breathing fire on it and teleporting to safety. If only, they thought, the dragonets
were big enough for a human to ride and intelligent enough to work as a team with a rider… And so they set their most talented
geneticist to work to create the creatures Pern so desperately needed—Dragons!
Best Books for Senior High Readers Jul 19 2019 Briefly annotated citations of some 10,000 books, arranged by subject and
indexed by author, title, and subject/grade level. The books, all in print as of 1990, received favorable notices in more than one
review journal appearing between January 1985 and September 1990. Aimed at students in grades 10-12, this bibliography is the
third in the Bowker trilogy, which includes Best books for children and ... for junior high readers.
Decision at Doona Sep 20 2019 A fateful encounter between star-roving races by the author of the bestselling Dragonriders of
Pern series! After the first human contact with the Siwannese, that entire race committed mass suicide. So the Terran government
made a law—no further contact would be allowed with sentient creatures anywhere in the galaxy. Therefore Doona could be
colonized only if an official survey established that the planet was both habitable and uninhabited. But Spaceship had made a
mistake—Doona was inhabited. Now the colonists' choice was limited. Leave Doona and return to the teeming hell of an
overpopulated Terra. Or kill the catlike Hrrubans. Or learn, for the first time in history, how to coexist with an alien race.
Of Modern Dragons; and other essays on Genre Fiction: Sep 01 2020 A volume of essays exploring some of the best genre fiction
of the last 40 years.
Popular Contemporary Writers Jul 31 2020 Ninety-six alphabetically arranged author profiles include biographical information,
critical commentary, and illustrations.
The Dolphins of Pern Apr 20 2022 “[Anne] McCaffrey here adds yet another dimension to her colorful and vivid saga by
focusing on the attractive dolphins and their highly believable society.”—Publishers Weekly When the first humans came to settle
the planet Pern, they did not come alone: intelligence-enhanced dolphins also crossed the stars to colonize Pern’s oceans while their
human partners settled the vast continents. But then disaster struck. The deadly silver spores called Thread fell like rain from the
sky, and as the human colonists’ dreams of a new, idyllic life shattered into a desperate struggle for survival, the dolphins were
forgotten. Now, centuries later, as the dragonriders of Pern prepare to complete the momentous task of ridding their world of
Thread forever, T’lion, a young bronze rider, and his friend Readis, son of the Lord Holder of Paradise River Hold, make
contact with the legendary “shipfish.” And as the dragonriders grapple with the end of an era, T’lion, Readis, and the dolphins
face the start of a new one: reviving the bond between land- and ocean-dwellers—and resurrecting the dreams of the first
colonists of Pern.
Dragonsong Mar 19 2022 Forbidden by her father to indulge in music in any way, a girl on the planet Pern runs away, taking
shelter with the planet's fire lizards who, along with her music, open a new life for her.
Dragonheart May 21 2022 The specter of sickness looms over the Weyrs of Pern, felling fire-lizards and threatening their

dragon cousins, Pern’s sole defense against the deadly phenomenon that is Thread. Fiona, the young rider of queen dragon
Talenth, is about to assume the duties of a Weyrwoman when word spreads that dragons have begun succumbing to the new
contagion. As more dragons sicken and die, Weyrleader B’Nik and queen rider Lorana comb Fort Weyr’s archives in a desperate
search for clues from the past that may hold the solution to the plague. But could the past itself prove the pathway to salvation for
Pern’s imperiled dragons? Guided by a mysterious ally from a wholly unexpected place, and trusting in the dragon gift for
transcending time, Fiona will join a risky expedition with far-reaching consequences for both Pern’s future and her personal
destiny.
Dragonsinger Dec 04 2020 Pursuing her dream to be a Harper of Pern, Menolly studies under the Masterharper learning that
more is required than a facility with music and a clever way with words. Sequel to Dragonsong.
Dragonquest Nov 22 2019 Volume II of The Dragonriders of Pern®, the legendary series by award-winning author Anne
McCaffrey Since Lessa and Ramoth, her golden queen dragon, traveled into the past to bring forward a small army of dragons
and riders to save their world from deadly alien spores, fear and desperation have spread across the land. But while the
dragonriders struggle with threats both otherworldly and human, a young rider named F’nor and his brown dragon, Canth, hatch
a bold plan to destroy the alien scourge at its source—the baleful red star that fills the heavens and promises doom to all.
Dragondrums Aug 20 2019 When his boy soprano voice begins to change, Piemur is drafted by Masterharper Robinton to help
with political work and is sent on missions that lead him into unusual and sometimes dangerous adventures.
Official Gazette of the United States Patent Office Jan 25 2020
Dragon's Code Jan 17 2022 A new hero emerges in a divided world as one of sci-fi’s most beloved series—Anne McCaffrey’s
Dragonriders of Pern—relaunches with this original adventure from Anne’s daughter, Gigi McCaffrey. In honor of the fiftieth
anniversary of the Dragonriders of Pern series, Gigi does her mother proud, adding to the family tradition of spinning
unputdownable tales that recount the adventures of the brave inhabitants of a distant planet who battle the pitiless adversary
known as Thread. The last time Thread attacked Pern, the world was unprepared for the fight—until the Oldtimers appeared.
These courageous dragonriders arrived from the past, traveling four hundred years to help their descendants survive. But the
collision of past and present took its toll. While most of the displaced rescuers adapted to their new reality, others could not abide
the jarring change and found themselves in soul-crushing exile, where unhappiness and resentment seethed. Piemur, a journeyman
harper, also feels displaced, cast adrift by the loss of his spectacular boyhood voice and uncertain of his future. But when the
Masterharper of Pern sees promise in the young man and sends him undercover among the exiled Oldtimers, Piemur senses the
looming catastrophe that threatens the balance of power between the Weyrs and Holds of Pern. When the unthinkable happens,
Piemur must rise to the challenge to avert disaster and restore honor to the dragons and dragonriders of Pern. Because now, in a
world already beset by Thread, another, more insidious danger looms: For the first time in living memory, dragons may be on the
verge of fighting dragons.
Books Out Loud Dec 24 2019
Of Modern Dragons May 09 2021
The Harper Hall Collection Apr 27 2020 A young woman allies with magnificent dragons in the Harper Hall trilogy, set within
science fiction legend Anne McCaffrey’s beloved and bestselling Dragonriders of Pern series. This collectable box set include all
three books in the trilogy: Dragonsong, Dragonsinger, and Dragondrums.
A Gift of Dragons Jun 17 2019 For more than thirty years, Pern has conjured visions of brave men and women mounted upon
the backs of dragons. As anyone knows who has been touched by the storytelling magic of Anne McCaffrey, to read of the exotic
world of Pern is to inhabit it—and to experience its extraordinary dragons is to soar aloft with them and share their dazzling
adventures. Now, A Gift of Dragons brings together three beloved stories and a thrilling new tale of Pern in a single volume
illustrated with beautiful artwork by Tom Kidd. In “The Smallest Dragonboy,” Keevan is the youngest dragonrider candidate,
determined to impress a dragon when the next clutch of eggs hatches. But what transpires will surprise everyone—Keevan most of
all. In “The Girl Who Heard Dragons,” a young girl’s rare ability to communicate with dragons puts her family in danger and will
bring her face to face with her greatest fears—and with her most secret desire. The “Runner of Pern” is a girl named Tenna, who
follows family tradition by delivering messages—and who will find her destiny on the mossy traces that runners have used for
centuries under the dragon-filled sky. And finally, a very special gift: an exciting new Pern adventure, published here for the first
time, fresh from the imagination of Anne McCaffrey.
All the Weyrs of Pern Feb 24 2020 “When McCaffrey's beloved dragons roar and their riders soar on the beasts' mighty backs . .
. fans of Pern will likely be enthralled.”—Publishers Weekly For generations, the dragonriders had dedicated their lives to
fighting Thread, the dreaded spores that periodically rained from the sky to ravage the land. On the backs of their magnificent
telepathic dragons they flew to flame the deadly stuff out of the air before it could reach the planet's surface. But the greatest
dream of the dragonriders was to find a way to eradicate Thread completely, so that never again would their beloved Pern be
threatened with destruction. Now, for the first time, it looks as if that dream can come true. For when the people of Pern, led by
Masterharper Robinton and F'lar and Lessa, Weyrleader and Weyrwoman of Bendon Weyr, excavate the ancient remains of the
planet's original settlement, they uncover the colonists' voice-activated artificial intelligence system—which still functions. And the

computer has incredible news for them: There is a chance—a good chance—that they can, at long last, annihilate Thread once
and for all.
Freedom's Challenge Oct 02 2020 The inhabitants of Botany - a mixture of humans and extra terrestrials - had managed to build
a thriving and productive world out of what had originally been intended as a slave planet. And now they had plans to try and
overthrow the terrible Eosi, who for centuries had existed by subsuming members of the Catteni race, living in their bodies and
ruling space through them. And the Botanists had received mysterious and unexpected help from the great beings they knew only
as 'Farmers' - for the Farmers had thrown a huge impervious space bubble round Botany. Even as the Eosi ships tried to pulverise
the rebellious planet, the bubble held firm. But, safe though they were behind the protective device, Kris Bjornsen, Zainal and all
of the Council knew they had to go out and destroy the Eosi on their own ground. It fell to Zainal to risk his life in a desperate and
daring mission to vanquish the monster life forms forever.
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